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From the director ...

Connections

I’m thinking about connections today as I sit at home, the
connections in my personal history, in the larger history of
mankind, and the connections we’re so sorely missing in this
time of social isolation. Call it a little navel-gazing as my date
of retirement approaches.
I studied biology in college and wrapped up a long career
in broadcasting before I was hired by the historical society.
My background gave me non-traditional viewpoints and skills
to bring to bear on the museum and mansion, and made the
work especially rewarding. I’m proud of the accomplishments
of the society’s staff and volunteers during my tenure and honored to have worked with an outstanding group of trustees.
The organization has adapted to changing times and grown in
its professionalism and more of the same is coming. The next
director will have new ideas and new ways of working, but he/
she will step into a strong organization with a good story to tell
and many supporters.
My background also gives me some perspective to note
the intersection between biology and history today – between
science and the humanities. Here we are, trying to cope with a
medical and economic disaster, and some of the best lessons
available come from the study of history. The human experiences, mistakes, and successes, from the 1918 flu epidemic,
Ebola, zika, typhus, even the black plague, can all help us
manage today’s problems, as can the lessons of past economic crashes. Not in terms of medical or financial solutions,
but in terms of how people behave under such fraught conditions, how social norms and culture contribute to or detract
from the situation, and how the trauma from such events is
absorbed into daily life and reverberates through the following
decades.
Another aspect of the intersection: the idea that we’re
somehow apart from nature. History has disproven that fallacy
over and over, yet we persist in it. Once again, nature has
slapped us in the face with a reminder that we are of nature
and not apart, subject to all that nature is and deeply embedded in all Its beauty and glory as well as its terrors. Think
about that as we face pandemic, climate change, and the
degradation of the environment. The history doesn’t show us
in a good light, but it does offer a better path forward.
Make no mistake, the deprivation and tragedy we are experiencing this year will continue to affect us for many more. We
have choices in how we respond that will affect future generations. We’re making history – so let’s make it good.
Dave Broman
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At left, Dave Broman, left, and Kokomo Mayor Greg Goodnight unveiled the National Register of Historic Places plaque
for the George Tate/Dorwin Starr home on East Jefferson Street in 2018. At right, Dave is a regular at the annual KohKoh-Mah Reenactment, serving corn on the cob and helping children dip candles.

and asked if I might serve on the board.
Saying ‘yes’ was one of the smarter choices I’ve made.”
And so began a couple of decades as
a volunteer, over the years co-chairing
committees for buildings and grounds,
long-range planning, marketing, and exhibits, along with several terms as president
of the board. He’d been on the board just
about a year when he was asked to be
president. The historical society’s director had left and the board president and
executive committee were responsible for
day-to-day management as the search for
a new director began.
“A lot of things have happened since I
started with HCHS, only some of which
involved me directly,” Dave said. “The
organization has grown in so many ways,
but especially in its professionalism.” As
the president in 1990, he jump-started the
search for a new director.
“I pushed them to reexamine the applicants and make a decision about the type
of person needed. We opted to hire a local
person who had no museum experience

By Linda Ferries
HCHS Publications Committee Member

D

ave Broman came to Kokomo in
1986, hired to be the new program
manager of WWKI Radio. He’d been
here just a year or two when he was asked
to help with a public address system for an
event at the Seiberling Mansion.
Whether it was Antiques in Action or a
Hoosier Celebration 88 event Dave isn’t
sure, but that volunteer emcee gig, and the
impromptu tour of the Seiberling Mansion
that followed, piqued his curiosity – and
changed his life.
Now, as he gets ready to retire after a
30-year “career” with the Howard County
Historical Society (the last eight as executive director), Dave leaves a lasting legacy
of service, dedication, and accomplishment.
“I already had a love for old houses and
some experience and knowledge of caring
for them, and I told a board member how
much I enjoyed that afternoon,” Dave remembers. “A few months later, she called
4

but did have the qualities we felt were
needed to reinvigorate the organization,”
he continued. “That person was Kelly
Karickhoff and it was a great choice.”
With Kelly as executive director and
Dave as board president, the board went
to work to develop the first mission statement and long-range plan for the historical
society.
“That process helped us focus on what
we wanted to become and how we would
advance,” he said. “A succession of plans
has helped keep the board engaged and
focused and been a critical part of our
success. Some of the society’s biggest
and most important projects weren’t in the
long-range plans, but they happened because the plans created opportunities and
a framework for success. I was involved in
the discussion, brain-storming, leadership,
and writing of all those plans, and that may
be what I’m most proud of.”
In 2008, HCHS was honored with the
Outstanding Local History Organization
award from the Indiana Historical Society
and in 2012 was recognized again with the
IHS Outstanding History Project award for
the Ryan White Oral Histories.
Kelly Karickhoff offers an extensive list
of accomplishments over these last 30
years (page 7). Top on Dave’s memory
list is the Kokomo Sesquicentennial Celebration in 1994 that marked the 150th
anniversary of the founding of the town.
As president of the historical society and
vice president of the Haynes Apperson
Festival, Dave was in a unique position to
acct as liaison between the organizations
and played a significant role in bringing the
Haynes Pioneer car back to Kokomo from
the Smithsonian for a month.
“I was involved in the negotiations and
in enlisting the help of our legislators to
facilitate the loan, and the festival paid for
the renovation of the Seiberling Carriage

House in order to provide suitable climate
control and security for the protection of
such a precious historical artifact,” Dave
said. “I also worked with the festival on
transporting the car to Kokomo. The day
we rolled the Pioneer out of the moving
van on its expensive, custom-made dolly
and into the carriage house was a special
treat and a wonderful memory.”
Another highlight was the 10,000 Daffodils project undertaken in partnership with
the Kokomo Convention and Visitors Bureau under director Peggy Hobson, also a
longtime volunteer and board member for
the historical society, as a way to enhance
the mansion’s position as “centerpiece of
community pride.”
“We received a grant from the Visitors
Bureau and ordered 10,000 daffodils,
which the staff and volunteers (mostly
staff) planted in the beds along the front of
the mansion,” Dave recalled. “It was a lot
of work, and I don’t think the staff has ever
entirely forgiven me. But when the daffodils
bloomed the following spring, they were
spectacular.”

O
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f course, the most expensive project
undertaken during Dave’s tenure, and
the one with the longest-term impact on
historic preservation, was the replacement
of the slate roof of the Seiberling Mansion
– a project that required putting together
half a million dollars for the massive effort.
“It was a serious challenge and it wasn’t
a lot of fun,” Dave says. “but the results will
speak for themselves for the next hundred
years.”
Judy Brown was president of the board
through the several years it took to complete the restoration of the slate roof and
its copper fittings. Fundraising for the
long-anticipated project began in 2015 and
the restoration was completed in 2018.

“Dave was absolutely the best executive
director we could have had while replacing
the roof of the Seiberling Manion,” Judy
said. “His attention and care to our historic
buildings will be very hard to match.”
Judy’s successor as president for the
2019 term, Dean Despinoy, agreed. “I think
without a doubt, Dave’s greatest accomplishment was the roof campaign,” Dean
said. “Obviously, many others were also
key and were honored at the ceremony
for the conclusion of the roof project, but,
without exception, every one of those people were closely connected to Dave who
continued to work tirelessly, in front of and
behind the scenes.”
In 2018, Indiana Landmarks, a private
nonprofit organization dedicated to saving
and preserving historic places, presented the Howard County government and
Howard County Historical Society with an
Outstanding Restoration Award for their
work on the Seiberling Mansion roof.

board member, and as our director,” Stew
said. “In working with him, I’ve been surprised to learn what a dedicated student of
history he’s always been. He really knows
a lot!”
Dave’s support of the HCHS staff, as
board president and executive director, has
always been appreciated, Stew said. “He
has always been our champion,” he said.
“As director, he was always concerned
with the well-being of his employees.”
Stew said he considers Dave a friend
as well as a supervisor. Once, when Dave
was a board member, he and Stew spent
an afternoon canoeing the Eel River.
“We stayed dry until the very end,” Stew
remember. “Then I was careless getting
out of the canoe and dumped Dave in the
river – and he just laughed. Later, when
he was being considered for the executive
director’s job, I knew he was level-headed,
a good sport, and someone who would
always support the staff.”
As Dave prepares for a retirement filled
with other things he loves – family, Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, hiking, and camping, he has great hopes for the society’s
future.
“I started with a love of the mansion
itself, and I hope the society will grow in its
ability to properly preserve it,” he said. “But
my real hope for the organization is that it
will continue.
“Sustainability is a challenge for local
museums and small historical societies.
The ways people and businesses interact
with each other, and the ways they support
the things they care about, have changed
radically during the time I’ve been involved
with HCHS. But the importance of preserving the lessons of history has only grown.
I hope the board and staff will find ways to
engage people and remain relevant, and I
hope I’ve left the organization better able
to do so.” 

A

nother more recent accomplishment
came through working with board
members and HCHS Curator Stew Lauterbach – the creation of an interpretation
plan for the museum.
“HCHS has struggled for years with
the inherent conflict between operating
a museum and maintaining a historic
house,” Dave said. “The two are nearly
incompatible, but we found a way to bring
them together by focusing our story on
the Indiana Gas Boom. We’ve used that
to create a more coherent set of exhibits,
docent presentations, videos, articles, online materials, and more. I think it will have
long-term benefits for the museum and the
community.”
For Lauterbach, Dave’s love of history
has been key. “Dave has been a great
friend of the museum, as a volunteer,
6

‘A sleepy little historical society ...’

I

first met Dave Broman 30
• Increasing the membership
years ago when he interto support the work of the
viewed me for the Executive
organization
Director of the Howard County
• Renovation of the SeiberHistorical Society. Dave was
ling Carriage House for the
the president of the board
Sesquicentennial Celeand he was anxious to fill the
bration and bringing home
position and move the organiElwood Haynes Automobile
zation forward. I was 26 years
for the 100th Anniversary
old and had just moved back to Broman and Kelly Karickhoff,
of Haynes’ test drive of the
Kokomo.
horseless carriage. We
1997.
From the moment I met
brought Haynes cars from
Dave I knew he cared deeply about the misall over the country. Displaying the Haynes
sion of the organization and he had a dream
cars in the Carriage House and working with
and vision for the future. I was hired and so
the Smithsonian to secure safe transportation
began our friendship and quest to establish
and care while on display took the organizathe Seiberling Mansion as a “Centerpiece of
tion to a new level.
Community Pride.” Over the years we took
• Acquisition and renovation of the Elliott
a sleepy little historical society and turned
House and its carriage house
it into one of the best historical society’s in
• Hosting the Designer Show Home in the
the state of Indiana. Dave and I worked with
Elliott House and Seiberling Mansion
the board, staff, volunteers and community
• Climate control for the Seiberling Mansion
stakeholders to develop long-range plans
• Beatification of the buildings and grounds
that were achieved year after year and kept
• Countless grants
us on track to succeed.
• Hiring a professional curator team
The executive director reports to the board
• Creating a collections policy to guide colof directors so Dave was my mentor and
lecting artifacts
boss for over two decades as president and
• Creating marketing plans to promote the
as a member of the board. He believed in
Seiberling Mansion as a destination
me (I was 26 years old when I was hired), he
• Turning opening night for “Christmas at
trusted me, he was available, kind, creative
the Seiberling” into a community tradition.
and a dedicated problem-solver and visionDave Broman’s commitment as a board
ary. He created a safe place for me to grow
member, president of the board, and execas a professional and gave me many opporutive director of the organization makes him
tunities to launch new programs and ideas.
unique and a treasure to our organization.
Some of the success I attribute to his
Dave may be retiring but his legacy will live
leadership and commitment to long-range
on forever. I am grateful for the influence he
planning include:
has had in my career and I am grateful for
• Establishing endowed funds within the
his service.
Community Foundation to support the hisKelly Karickhoff
torical society and museum in perpetuity
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At press time, the decision was made to postpone the August 2020 reunion to 2021. A commemorative ceremony is still tentatively scheduled this summer. For more information, contact
Embracing Hope of Howard County, Attention: Douglass School Reunion, PO Box 84, Kokomo, Ind. 46903. Or telephone 765-452-8215. – Editor

Douglass School celebration planned

D

The event is being organized by
Embracing Hope of Howard County, a
non-profit organization affiliated with Second Missionary Baptist Church in Kokomo.
This year marks the 100th anniversary of
the start of classroom instruction in the
building, and the weekend will be the first
celebration designed to honor the school’s
historic legacy.
The building was donated to Embracing
Hope by the Kokomo Community Development Corporation in December 2019. The
non-profit will now oversee preservation
efforts and future event planning for the
facility.
Their efforts have already received
media attention. “I’m excited because a lot
of our history will now be preserved, and it
will be a location, a place individuals can
go for African American and other minority
history,” Second Missionary Baptist Pastor
William Smith told the Kokomo Perspective
in February 2020.
The school was built in 1919 and served
for decades as the city’s “colored school.”
It was merged with nearby Willard School
in the 1950s and closed completely in
1968.
The building remained vacant and was
privately owned for a time before being
purchased by the city of Kokomo in August
2019. Preservation work began last winter
with a grant from Indiana Landmarks and
in February 2020 the property was donated to Embracing Hope. 

ouglass School alumni and Kokomo residents are invited to gather
together later this summer to honor Douglass School during the historic
venue’s “100th Year Community Reunion
Events.”
Weekend activities get underway Friday, Aug. 7. A tour of the historic school
building at 1104 N. Bell St. is scheduled for
4:30 p.m. followed by a reunion reception
at 5:30 in the Carver Community Center
(1030 N. Purdum St.).
Saturday’s Community Celebration Picnic starts at 11 a.m. on the school property
grounds, and everyone is encouraged to
“bring your lawn chair” to enjoy vendors
and other activities.

“I

’m excited because a lot of our
history will now be preserved, and
it will be a location, a place individuals
can go for African American and other
minority history,” Second Missionary
Baptist Pastor William said.
A special part of the program will be
an oral history activity to preserve alumni
memories. The Howard County Historical
Society will provide “Memory Cards” for
alumni to share their stories about attending Douglass School, and the society plans
to interview guests and collect details while
they are in Kokomo that weekend.
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POSTPONED. See note page 8.
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Kokomo in the movies
By Randy Smith
Assistant Curator, Howard County Museum

I

n late 1986, explosions rocked Kokomo,
cars were flipped and the nuclear power plant west of town was attacked by
Libyan terrorists.
Of course it was all fake, the production
of the fictional film “Terror Squad.” If you’ve
seen the movie you probably wonder if
you will ever get the 94 minutes of your life
back that it took to watch it. Well, no, you
won’t. However, “Terror Squad” was not
the first movie filmed in Kokomo. The other
one, with a more upbeat theme and all the
way back in 1917, was called “A Romance
of Kokomo.”
The Hudris Film Company of New York
was in town in late January and early
February 1917 to film their short, two-reel
movie. The Hudris Company traveled
the country with a canned script to make
movies from about 1916 to 1921. Director-producer Walter Steiner would use
local talent and made approximately 20
movies in different locations. The script
was the same; the characters all had the
same name. Even the title was the same:
“A Romance of (insert town name here).”
The only difference was in the local details.
The Kokomo Tribune sponsored the
local version, and held a contest to find
the leading man and woman for the movie.
Harry Sweeney, a popular and prominent
resident won the male lead, while Kokomo
High School student Beatrice Ryan was
selected for the role of Polly Atherton. A
small child was also needed, and fouryear-old Dolores Walters, with “winsome
loveliness,” was chosen to play baby Atherton. Those who lost in the voting for the
leads were used in other roles.

Review
in “The
Moving
Picture
World,”
Volume
31,
January
- March
1917.

The story is old but familiar. A young
man down-on-his-luck named Leonard
Bradley comes to the city to seek his fortune. When he returns a lady’s purse to its
owner -- the daughter of a leading citizen
named Mr. Atherton – he’s rewarded for his
good deed with a job in Atherton’s automobile factory (the actual Haynes Automobile plant). Later, Leonard learns that two
men fired from the factory want to blow up
Mr. Atherton’s home (the actual Kingston
[Seiberling] Mansion). The hero thwarts
the plan, thus saving Mr. Atherton and
his entire family. Leonard and Atherton’s
daughter Polly fall in love and get married
with her father’s blessing.
Filming for “A Romance of Kokomo”
started on Jan. 30 was finished the next
day. Several featured locations included
the Tribune office, the Carnegie Library,
Grace Methodist Episcopal Church, the
Kingston Mansion and the Haynes Automobile factory, among others.
The movie premiered on Feb. 12, 1917
at the Isis Theater and played until the
17th. The price to see the movie was
reduced to 15 cents from the regular price
of $0.25. It is unknown if lines to see the
movie stretched around the block. It’s
unlikely that any of this film still exists, as
it was only intended for local viewing and
probably only one copy was made. 
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‘Black Women’
project exhibit

A

frican American contributions to the
community were honored in March
when the Howard County Historical
Society hosted the “Black Women in the
Middle West Kokomo Project Revisited”
retrospective exhibit.
The event recognized a 1980s federally funded project and was organized by
members of the Historical Society’s Oral
History Committee
“The BWMW Project was a significant
effort, compiling historical essays, oral histories, biographical profiles, and document
collections,” HCHS president Sharon Reed
said. “Many Kokomo women were recognized in the book that shared the project’s
results and we want to bring awareness
to the project by collecting and sharing
updated oral histories from some of the
still-living participants.” 
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Funded by a grant from the National Endowment for
the Humanities, the Black Women in the Middle West
(BWMW) Project collected manuscripts and photographic
records of black women in Illinois and Indianato share
their memories to develop a collective history of their lives
and their culture. In left photo, HCHS Membership and
Volunteer Coordinator Jill Snyder, left, talks with Juanita
Martin Davis, a longtime HCHS volunteer and participant
in the BWMW project at the March 15 event.
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The stories of our place

M

iami Indian history is expressed with the phrase iiši-mihtohseeniwiyankwi aatotamankwi, or “how we talk about our
lives.” For the Miami, history is the accumulated stories of
people, encompassing individuals, families and the entire Miami
Nation.
These stories connect to their “historic and contemporary sense
of place,” especially Myaamionki, “Place of the Miami.” The source
of that history is place, the sovereign homelands in Oklahoma and
the Miami historic homelands in Kansas and Indiana.
Their stories are vividly detailed at Aacimotaatiiyankwi, the Miami
history and ecology blog. Visit aacimotaatiiyankwi.org to learn more.
Kokomo is part of Miami history. May 2019 marked the 175th anniversary of Howard County, and we hope that our contributions to
this story over the last year have helped provide a fresh perspective
and a new view of a challenging and conflicted shared history.
Updates to this history include the following:
• A man named Co-Come-Wah, thought to be Kokomo, was one of
the Miami who signed the tribe’s Oct. 23, 1834 treaty with the United States government. His name is among the “head men” who
signed the document, indicating he was probably a village leader.
(Kokomo: The Man. Footprints. November 2019.)
• Methodist church records list “Kokomo Mission” in October 1843,
the year before the county and township are organized. This suggests the squatters near the village on the Wildcat were already
using the Miami name. (In the beginning … Howard County’s 175
Years of Worship. Footprints. February 2020.)
• In January 1846, David Foster, who donated the 40 acres for the
county seat, and the Miami Šaapontohsia petitioned the U.S.
Congress to exempt 10 Miami families from the forced removal,
asking specifically that they be permitted to “purchase and sell
land as citizens.” (Village on the Wildcat. A new story for Kokomo.
Footprints. May 2019.)
And, in this issue, an examination of the official U.S. government
records for the public land surveys of our county has revealed
interesting insights into a unique zone of interaction between two
cultures at the Village on the Wildcat, known as Kokomo.
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History through a surveyor’s eyes
HCHS Publications Committee member Gil Porter examined the U.S.government’s detailed survey records for our county and shares findings over the next five Footprints pages. Many thanks
to Howard County’s surveyors Dave Duncan and Greg Lake for their help with the research.

T

he first public land sale in Howard
removal to Kansas and later Oklahoma,
County occurred before the county
another result of the 1840 and earlier
was even organized (it was in Montreaties. Squatters were gathering in the
roe township, see page 18).
residue of the reserve. Among them were
Transferring title from the Native popula- David and Elizabeth Foster, who brought
tion was a process of treaty, survey, sale,
the family Bible, a wagon load of trading
and settlement (though not always in that
goods, and six children ages 10 to an
order, particularly in Howard County. Fedinfant east from Burlington before stopping
eral pre-emption laws allowed squatters to at a clearing on the north side of the “raptake claims before the public surveys).
ids of Wildcat” sometime in 1842.
In the summer of 1838, U.S. deputy surBy October of 1843, there were enough
veyor Abner St. Clair Vance surveyed what squatters among the Miami people along
would become Honey Creek, Monroe and
Wildcat Creek that the Methodists put
Ervin townships. Abner Van Ness and John the place on their preaching circuit, with
Mullett followed for the rest of the county in the name “Kokomo Mission.” Where they
1843 and then the winter of 1846-47.
got the name we do not know. It may be
Their detailed descriptions of the geogthe community was simply continuing to
raphy and humanity is an official record
use the Miami name of the Indian village,
that helps clarify our early local history
whose head man at one time was a man
story. Through them, we can see squatter
named Kokomo.
“improvements,” i.e. the clearings, cabins
Plans to organize the surrounding area
and mills, on Native American homeland,
as a county to be named for Lafontaine’s
and also trace the numerous Indian trails,
father-in-law and civil chief Jean Baptiste
fields, and villages all over the Big Miami
Richardville had existed since February
Reserve. This 760,000-acre area was
1839. By autumn 1843, the Indian title was
preserved for the Miami at the 1818 Treaty sufficiently extinguished with enough of a
of St. Mary’s, and slowly and successively
white population for organization to begin.
ceded by the tribe up to 1840.
Surveyor Van Ness arrived to establish
The U.S. government that year set aside the boundaries for Lafontaine’s “one secone section (640 acres) for akima (civil
tion of land” from the 1840 treaty. Apparchief) Francis Lafontaine at the Treaty
ently Allen Hamilton, who was intimately
with the Miami. The akima transferred
involved in nearly every sanctioned aspect
title of his reserve to Fort Wayne’s Allen
of Native American removal from Indiana,
Hamilton in October 1841. And there it sat, had planned all along for that section to be
untouched and presumably unsurveyed,
the county seat. He presumably could benfor two years (Lafontaine apparently never efit from off-loading the site to a resident
lived on this private land).
squatter. David Foster, in this case.
In the meantime, most of the Miami
But before that Hamilton needed to have
people were being readied for a wrenching the tract surveyed ...
15
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Kokomo’s Reserve

omehere just west of the Wildcat
beech and ash were the primary posts-poCreek about 840 feet north of tositioning marker trees. Otherwise, his
day’s Markland Avenue, a stone indi- record reveals nothing notable beyond the
cated the northwestern point of a 640-acre Mineral Springs and a north-south “Road”
reserve, another marker in the history of
he identifies on the south boundary east of
human habitation over hundreds of years.
the creek, three chains (198 feet) from the
After David and Elizabeth Foster and
southwest corner (this undoubtedly was
their family acquired the reserve in 1844,
eventually the New London toll road).
they donated a portion to be the unincorpoSince akima Lafontaine never lived
rated county seat of Indiana’s last-named
on this reserve, it’s possible that David
county. The group of Indians and squatters Foster himself had directed the surveyor
living in the reserve called their community in 1843 to create the outline that we see
Kokomo for a leader of the Miami village
on the official plat. Details supporting that
on the Wildcat, and the township began
idea have surfaced from one of the origwith that name.
inal five locating commissioners sent by
The origin of Reserve No. 6 dates to
the Indiana legislature to start the counthe 1840 Treaty with the Miami, and akima ty government and secure land for the
(civil chief) Francis Lafontaine’s name
county seat. In a retrospective published
on the government survey map is legally
in March 1896, John Moulder, one of the
necessary for title searches. The land goes five commissioners, wrote that the group
from United States to Lafontaine (1840),
in May 1844 gathered first at the home of
Lafontaine to Fort Wayne’s Allen Hamilton
John Harrison in western Howard County,
(October 1841) and then to David Foster
then headed up the creek and met David
two days after Richardville County is creat- Foster. Foster, Moulder recalled, “was
ed on Jan. 15, 1844.
expecting the county seat to be located on
An examination of the official U.S. rehis section of land,” he (Foster) had had
cords shows the reserve was not surveyed the land surveyed, “and it was all the land
until autumn 1843. On Oct. 27, U.S. deputy that was at that time surveyed east of the
surveyor Abner Van Ness set a post “west
Canal lands.”
of the Mouth of a Branch on the North side
Surveyor Van Ness returned three years
of Wild Cat” and completed the entire 643
later with John Mullett to run the rest of
35/100th acre circuit counterclockwise.
the township lines and subdivisions for the
The “Mouth of a Branch” where he start- public land release. The map we see here
ed must be the old Prairie Creek, which
is from the government’s 1846-47 survey
was still identified as a stream on the 1876 plat, which incorporates and expands on
Kingman Bros. atlas. A tributary led norththe 1843 reserve outline. Thus, the “Kowest to the “Mineral Springs” between East komo” name and the notations for the mill
Mulberry and East Taylor streets.
race and “Field” in the southwest corner
Van Ness placed nine posts to form the
reflect the growth that happened in the
boundaries for Reserve No. 6, and we can years between the surveys.
locate their positions thanks to his handInterestingly, when he is back in late
written survey notes. Mulberry, hickory,
1846, Van Ness writes on Nov. 18 that a
16

stone has been placed at the northwestern
point of the reserve, marked “N.W. Corner”
(wonder what became of it?).
The “saw mill” is not mentioned in his
1843 records, so it must have come online
coincident with the unincorporated county-seat township of Kokomo getting underway.
Early historians say the proprietor of the
mill was named “Grant.” Census records
show this may be Elizabeth Foster’s father.
Mrs. Foster, née Grant, was a native of
Bath, New York, and had been sent to live
with an aunt in southern Indiana at age 8
after her mother died. The 1850 census for
Center Township has a William Grant from
New York (remarried with more children),
and his age of 55 would be right. His occupation is listed as “Mill Wright.”
Furthermore, the irregular shape of the
reserve outline may be a clue that the
Kokomo inhabitants wanted as much of
the Wildcat water source as they could

harness. And being so heavily weighted to
the south may reflect respect for the Native
community there, who made their homes
along waterways like the Wildcat long before the United States was born.
We find evidence of that relationship in
several sources. The “Kokomo Mission”
listed in 1843 Methodist records indicates
the growing community is using the Miami
village name the year before the county is
organized. Foster himself spoke on behalf
of many Miami during a government inquiry into private land allotments. A Foster
daughter would later clarify early history
accounts by identifying the exact location
of Kokomo’s village on the south side of
Wildcat Creek.
And in January 1846 her father and the
Miami Šaapontohsia petitioned the U.S.
Congress to exempt 10 Miami families
from the forced removal, asking specifically that they be permitted to “purchase and
sell land as citizens.” 
17

The west side story ...

H

oney Creek, Monroe, and Ervin
1/2 feet). Although the squatter’s name is
townships were part of the Seven
not recorded, this may be David Landrum,
Mile Strip, land ceded by the Milong purported to be Howard County’s first
ami Indians to the United States in 1834.
non-Native resident.
Coincidentally, the county’s first land sale
The Canal Lands were “exposed to
occured here also.
public sale” on Oct. 3, 1842, at Peru. The
Prior to sale, U.S. deputy surveyor Abpurchase required a down payment and
ner St. Clair Vance surveyed our sections
payoff in installments, with land entered
of the Seven Mile Strip in summer 1838.
at $5, $3.50 or $2 per acre depending on
What west-side features do we see in
“drainage and fertility.”
Vance’s handwritten notes? At least seven
These records aren’t found in the DeIndian trails that converge on the “wigpartment of the Interior’s General Land
wams” at what is now North 750 West.
Office online database. Canal Land transBluffs 30 to 50 feet high along the “Wildactions were administered by the Indiana
cat.” A “fine cold spring” six yards wide
State Auditor’s office and patent records
near a 20-foot inland bluff just southwest of are at the State Archives in Indianapolis.
present New London. Sycamore trees 60
In those documents we see that Joel
inches in diameter. Beech and sugar trees, Hollingsworth from Carroll County was
and thick elms, oaks, and poplars. Swamp first in line when the sale began at Peru in
and streams seemingly everywhere.
October 1842. He was issued certificate
Evidence of non-Native presence is
number one for a down payment on 160
found only once in all three townships
acres at $2 per acre. He chose the southcombined. On July 19, 1838, Vance was
east quarter of Section 1, Township 23
running the line on the east boundary of
North, Range 1 East, which is just south
Section 1, Township 23 North, Range 1
of that first unnamed improvement and
East and describes an “improvement” and
field documented on the survey four years
“field” measuring 10 chains, 25 links (676
before. 
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Greentown’s ‘Cornfield’

.S. deputy surveyors John Mullett and Abner E. Van Ness were
about eight miles east of Kokomotown on Nov. 12, 1846, running
township and subdivision lines through
the eastern half of Richardville County.
Setting a post on the southwest corner
of Section 33 in Township 24 North,
Range 5 East, they started east and
crossed a north-south “Road” about
three-tenths of a mile later. A hundred
feet or so from there they entered a
“Large Cornfield.” Today we can travel
east on the same line (U.S. State Road
35) and we’re in Greentown.
Mullett and Van Ness were still
in the cornfield when they set their
quarter-section post at 40 chains (the
half-mile point on the section line).
When recording the exact location of
section posts in their notes, the surveyors would measure the distance and
direction to three or at least two nearby
trees as reference points. But the cornfield was empty, save a single white
oak tree about 36 feet northeast of
their mark. It was the only tree around.
Continuing east they left the otherwise
barren field about a tenth of a mile
later. Their hand-drawn dimensions on
the survey plat show the cornfield must
have contained about 40 acres. This
evidence of cultivation is a possible
clue of earlier Indian presence.
Points east of Kokomo to that time
were in Green Township. At the first
county meeting in June 1844, our

commissioners directed that elections
were to be held at the “house of Henry
Bailey in District No. 3,” the township’s
original designation. A 1925 Kokomo
Daily Tribune article says that the Bailey family apparently disposed of some
27 claims in the Greentown area.
It’s curious that Van Ness and
Mullett didn’t come across any Baileys
while mapping the eastern half of the
county (Lindley is the only squatter
name found in the survey documents).
Friends church records list Bailey and
other families from Grant County in the
area at the time.
But about one mile east of the forks
of the Wildcat Creek near West Liberty
the surveyors identified a “House” 50
links north of the section line they were
running. Perhaps that was the place
where east-side squatters cast their
ballots in the 1844 election. 
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Miami project: New views of old lands
By Gil Porter
HCHS Publications Committee Member

“T

tors’ houses.”
According to Dr. Cameron Shriver, a
research associate at the Myaamia Center,
the “Aacimwahkionkonci,” or “Land of Stories,” project will help revitalize the historical connections between the Miami people
and their heritage lands. “The human
stories, knowledge, and historical lessons
surrounding these changes yield important
clues to resettlement patterns, cultural adaptation and family histories,” he said. As
such, the project helps in “expanding the
narrative of survival for indigenous communities into the present,” Shriver added.
Aacimwahkionkonci features an online
educational and historical reference database with primary archival sources relating
to Miami land holdings, including Miami
reservation and allotment research data
collected over nine years and spanning
nearly 80 years of tribal land transactions.

he print of my ancestors’ houses
are every where to be seen in
this portion.”
When Mihšihkinaahkwa (Little Turtle)
spoke those words at the Treaty of Greenville (Ohio) in August 1795, he was describing more than just the boundaries that
the Miami Tribe (and others) claimed for an
area including the western third of Ohio,
parts of eastern Illinois and southern Michigan, and all of the present state of Indiana.
To Mihšihkinaahkwa, the region was
their heritage, a sacred land “where the
Great Spirit placed my forefather a long
time ago.”
For 45 years after the 1795 treaty the
Miami people clung to their ancestral
home. The Forks of the Wabash Treaty on
Nov. 28, 1840, finally forced their removal
within five years to Kansas and eventuacimwahkionkonci helps the Mially Oklahoma. In its negotiations with
ami “reconnect” to places of the
the Miami, the United States government
over the course of five treaties from 1818
past and strengthen “kinship ties to the
to 1840 had allocated 109 “reserves” as
many Myaamia families who were left
private property to individual members of
behind during the forced removals,”
the tribe who were permitted to remain in
according to Doug Peconge, assistant
Indiana. One of these parcels -- a 640acre reserve granted to Chief Francis
Tribal Historic Preservation officer for
Lafontaine at the 1840 treaty -- is today the
the Miami Tribe of Oklahoma.
geographic heart of Kokomo, Indiana.
The Miami may have ceded the land
The project has deeper implications
some 180 years ago, but time and distance
beyond just a collection of property transcould never erase its connection to their
culture. In an effort to catalog and preserve fers, Shriver noted. “This study reveals a
foundational process from the past,” he
this geographic history, researchers at the
said, “by detailing how and why a Native
Myaamia Center at Miami University in
Oxford, Ohio, are using today’s technology American tribe relinquished its land to
the United States and its settlers. This
to trace treaties and land transfer records
evidence-based insight is an innovative
and present a new “print” of their “ances20
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contribution to American history.”
directly contributes to current Miami lanGeographically, the focus is on 16
guage and cultural revitalization initiatives.
counties in northcentral Indiana, includAn important facet of Aacimwahkiing Howard, and western Ohio as well as
onkonci will be the ability to link ongoing
Miami County, Kansas, and Ottawa County archival research directly into the project
in Oklahoma. According to Doug Peconge, database. Plus, tribal members can share
assistant Tribal Historic Preservation offiliving memories and family stories related
cer for the Miami Tribe of Oklahoma, many to individual allotments.
of the early deed records for landowners
The project is an example of revitalizaare not yet available digitally, so the projtion work at the Myaamia Center, which
ect team has scoured dusty manuscript
produces publications and curricula for
collections in county recorders’ offices and tribal training. Another is the Miami-Illiregional and national archive databases.
nois Digital Archive, or MIDA, an online
“Our goal is to collect and synthesize those Miami-Illinois language resource created
records of landownership and land sales
by the center with support from the U.S.
and make them accessible to researchers
National Endowment for the Humanities.
and the tribal public,” he said.
In May 2019, the center earned a
Peconge noted the project helps the
National Endowment for the Humanities
Miami “reconnect” to places of the past
(NEH) grant that supports projects using
and strengthen “kinship ties to the many
digital technology to provide humanities
Myaamia families who were left behind
scholarship through archival materials.
during the forced removals.” Modern digital
Aacimwahkionkonci will be important to
technology thus will help preserve the refuture generations, Peconge said. “Intercord of the fractured Miami territory, and ul- preting and assimilating this geographic
timately be an essential resource for future research into an online learning tool is vital
scholarship and tribal education. In addifor tribal youth to reconnect to their cultural
tion, Peconge noted Aacimwahkionkonci
heritage.” 
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“Old Towne” or “Plasticville,
USA?” Thoughts on preservation
By Jonathan Russell
Howard County Historian

“H
Indiana Historical Society, P0408

Exhibit marks suffrage anniversary

T

he Howard County Historical Society Indiana Woman’s Rights Convention held
invites visitors to enjoy a new travelin Dublin, Indiana, in 1851, and follows the
ing exhibit from the Indiana Historical fight through Indiana’s ratification of the
Society (IHS) marking the 100th anniverNineteenth Amendment in 1920. It delves
sary of the Nineteenth Amendment, which
into stories of change at the local level,
recognized a woman’s right to vote.
such as the first woman elected to the Indi“Securing the Vote: Women’s Suffrage
anapolis School Board in 1909. The exhibit
in Indiana” will be open to the public during also follows the evolution of state groups,
July at the Seiberling Mansion at 1200 W.
such as the Legislative Council of Women.
Sycamore St. in Kokomo.
“Securing the Vote: Women’s Suffrage
“Securing the Vote: Women’s Suffrage in in Indiana” is a project of the Indiana
Indiana” explores how women across the
Women’s Suffrage Centennial, catalyzed
state labored for suffrage through countby Indiana Humanities, the Indianapolis
less meetings, campaigns and other grass- Propylaeum, the Indiana Historical Society
roots efforts. Guests will learn how, despite and the Indiana Historical Bureau, with
many defeats and setbacks, they persisted support from Lilly Endowment Inc.
toward the goal of full citizenship and the
For more information or to plan your
power to make change through voting.
visit, call the Historical Society at (765)
The traveling exhibit covers the first
452-4314 or visit hchistory.org. 
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istoric Preservation” — few
subjects generate more interest within
me. In the opinion of the
National Park Service, it
is like having a “conversation with our past about
our future,” an opinion that
I fully endorse.
Historic preservation is
communication. It’s culture. It’s education. It’s a way for us to transmit our understanding of the past to future generations,
ask questions about the past, and understand how the past influences the future.
History has a dimensional quality, and
through historic preservation one can
explore those dimensions and tell the
stories that need to be heard. It isn’t just
about buildings, it’s also about “place.” It’s
about celebrating events and the people
that influenced them. As we explore their
legacies, we will not only find results that
are good, but at times painful and uncomfortable to remember. It’s our history, it is
what brought us to where we are now. In
Kokomo, for example, we celebrate the
lives and accomplishments of men and
women who have made a lasting impact
on our community and beyond. We honor
these accomplishments and preserve them
for the future in our Hall of Legends. That’s

By Rapierce - Own work,
Public Domain, Wikipedia

the basic premise of “historic preservation.”
These articles tend to focus on preservation of the built environment. As such,
the words “historic preservation” are used
to describe efforts to preserve and protect
places, objects, buildings, and artifacts of
historic significance rather than the natural environment or wilderness. The term
seems synonymous with “restoration,” but
restoration is only a portion of the philosophy of historic preservation and its effects
on urban renewal, the environment, and
community, while still maintaining “the
American Dream.”
Today, of the more than one million
properties on the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP), 80,000 have been
23

listed individually. The rest are contributing resources within historic districts.
The Seiberling Mansion is one of these
individual listings, and it sits within the Old
Silk-Stocking Neighborhood Historic District, where there are many buildings that
would contribute to the overall atmosphere
of the area. Historic districts can be relaxing places to visit, and rewarding places to
live, even if there may be houses that have
yet to be renovated.
Think of the West Central Historic District in Fort Wayne and Lockerbie Square
in Indianapolis as examples. Unfortunately, there are also examples around
the country where the renovations were
well-meaning, but over-done with alteration or decoration that is inappropriate
to the period of the house. Unfortunately,
for some buildings the concept of “historic
preservation.”is simply ignored. The use
of inappropriate materials and overwhelmingly inaccurate decoration raises the
question: What have we, “Old Towne,” or
“Plasticville, USA.” It just seems contrived
and fake.

years, but these resources will eventually
be replenished by nature. But what about
the loss of cultural resources; for instance,
what will happen to Notre Dame Cathedral
should that devastating fire ultimately bring
the great structure down? In that case, it
will simply be no more. Its 800-year existence would be assigned to memory, and
memories alone will fade.
But, how can we equate Notre Dame
with local buildings? The answer lies within
our definition of “material culture.” Old
buildings are part of those things around
us that sustain us and give us joy. Be it a
World Heritage site, a local historic district,
or simply an old house, all are part of the
human environment that helps us to understand “who we are.” It’s the “visual and
tactile” part of history.
In some ways, historic districts are like
books, they tell a story. The individual
buildings facing the street are much like
the printed words in a sentence, each has
meaning and necessity.
When several sentences are joined
together, a paragraph is formed, then a
chapter and there develops the continuity of thought so that a story is told, the
o, where do we start? Let’s look at the
essence of a book. Likewise, when the
root of historic preservation.
buildings within historic districts are preI’ve heard that an archeologist once said served, they also tell a story, one of historic
that the history we study may not be what
continuity, the sense of “community.”and a
actually happened, but what was recordshared sense of place. Much like a book
ed through narrative, pictures, or objects
with a page missing, that story becomes
made. Cultural anthropologists refer to this garbled when a structure is badly altered
material as “cultural resources.” They’re
or removed.
the tangible remains of past human activi“Okay, so it’s ‘historic.’ But I need a
ty. We can choose to keep these resourcplace that is uniquely mine!”
es, or we can choose to lose them. It’s our
Being “unique.”has always been a part
choice, sometimes an individual choice,
of the American experience. We, as indibut as with most choices made, there are
viduals and as a people, strive to attain
consequences.
personal freedom away from prejudice and
The recent forest fires around the world
oppression. Too often, preservationists
have caused significant loss to our nattouting the virtues of “Historic Preservaural resources. It may take hundreds of
tion” form a narrow perspective and come
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across sounding as though they oppose
the pursuit of that dream of individuality. It
is, therefore, the challenge for preservationists to fully understand what they are
proposing, and learn to “market their product” or idea, to the public in a positive way.
As with any idea, not everyone will be
persuaded to follow the program without
full knowledge of the personal benefits of
participation. (Actually, some never will be
persuaded.) They may say, “after all, how
can I achieve uniqueness while, at the
same time, follow a bunch of rules created
by Preservationists for the “historical accuracy.”of my house? ‘It’s my house, I’ll do
what I want with it’.” As Shakespeare might
have uttered, “…that is the question.”

O

ld buildings sustain us and give us
joy. Be it a World Heritage site or
simply an old house, all help us understand “who we are.”
“We” are part of history, it was here
before us, and it will remain long after we
are gone. We are the caretakers of historic
structures, it is our responsibility to maintain them, for they are more than houses
or buildings, often by virtue of their age
alone, they have become artifacts, examples to be shown.
It is within these points-of-view that
we find the greatest challenges to historic preservation, and to urban renewal in
general. Yes, “urban renewal” as well, for
without the consideration and knowledge
of how historic districts affect the overall
revitalization of our communities, we have
already lost much of the momentum for
change.
Perhaps a better question to ask might
be, “what do people want from their cities,
and how can preserving historical assets

fit into this overall plan, while still allowing
some personal identity?” How many of us
have heard the phrase, “I really don’t like it
here, but. ... ” But ... what? What is missing
from their environment, or the effects upon
it, that they desire but are not experiencing? What is “Quality of Life.” other than a
hazy concept that’s hard to define?
What about the question of something
being “unique” to me? If you really are that
desirous of something being so personally
unique, perhaps designing and building
your own place might be your best option.
It’s obviously been done before!
But really, what is more “unique” than
being an “urban pioneer” taking on a restoration project with all the complexities and
frustrations, including those folks that think
you’re nuts, then savoring in the triumphal
knowledge that you succeeded in bringing
back not only a part of history, but a story
that had been left untold? Maybe a bit sappy, but hey ... think about it. At least you
will have a pretty neat house that in its own
right is really quite “unique” to you. You did
it right, and didn’t try to hide it under a sort
of “industrial camouflage.”
Now, as with most conceptual thought,
there are many facets that contribute to
potential answers for problems that face
our cities. Besides the preservation of
our historical assets, there are also the
problems associated with urban sprawl,
housing, transportation choices, property
values, and others. We may just leave
that to the city planners for now. We will
be focusing primarily on the preservation
of our historical assets, for within this we
may find, at least, some of the answers to
the “Quality of Life” question, all too often
associated with our discontent, and all too
real a problem.
Next: The Human Experience and how it
drives Historic Preservation. 
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Ann Abel
Andrew and Mary Baker
Milton Beach
Carol Brock Cameron
Henry and Phoebe Carter
Joseph Cross
Kirk and Wendy Daniels
Norma Dunn
Beryl Etherington
Rex Feltenberger
Sandra Grant
Cary Hiers
Dale Hight
Jeff Himelick
Larry and Roberta Hite

Membership

Flamekeepers

Our new and renewed members

With immense grtitude for all those whose donations
support our mission and programs

John and Mary Ann Holmes
Gloyd Johnson
Mike and Kelly Karickhoff
Wayne and Jane Kincaid
Suzanne King
Michelle Kingston Jordan
Chris Markiewicz
Ruth Massey
Ann Millikan
John and Cindy Morr
Nancy Obermeyer
Ruth Owens
Paul and Kathy Pfettscher
Jane Richardson
Cinda Rutherford

Dr. Thomas and Carol Scherschel
Goldie Snavely
Harry and Angela Sparks
Dorwin Starr
David and Carla Summers
Rheld and Lorina Tate
Tom and Dianne Trauring
Dr. Marvin and Bonnie Van Kley
Mynarose Van Sleet
Larry and Janice Waddell
Jim and Kim White
John and Carol Wilkinson
Jeff and Kathy Young
Larry and Teresa Young

Leadership

James E. Long

Platinum

Hingst Family Fund
E.P. Severns
Robert and Robin Auth
Tom and Betty Poppas

Gold

Judy Brown
Thomas and Marsha Maple
Friedemann Arnold
Dave and Shirley Dubois
Mary Ellen Harnish
David and Melody Rayl

Silver

Margaret Butler
Dr. Ronald Sr. and Amy Thompson
Sam Rhine
Omar England
Joan Kellum
Kyle and Lisa Rayl
Robert Jr. and Diana Rostron
Dr. Allen Safianow

Bronze
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Darrell and Jule Rider
Eugene and Carolyn Lausch
Lynn Smith
20/20 Vision
James Allman
Jan Briscoe
Dr. Phil and Connie Burgan
Linda Clark
Karl and Cathy Clearwaters
Karen DiNardo
Rick and Beth Emry
Ken and Linda Ferries
Dr. Pratap and Dr. Nirmala Gohil
Bill and Jody Harter
Mark and Peggy Hobson
Robert and Joan Hoch
Steve Johnson
Stephen Kiley
Dr. Joe and Lynda Klein
Wayne and Susan Luttrell

William and Marty Menges
Margaret Miles
Jerry and Marcia Nelson
Fred Odiet
David and Lisa Olmsted
Mary Ann Peabody
Thomas and Carole Podwell
Randy and Mary Rusch
Jerry and Marsha Santen
Brian and Laura Sheets
Harlo and Dixie Westlin
Christopher Wisler

Friends

Richard and Betty Alexander
Don and Gail Beaton
Glen Boise A.I.C.P.
James and Marvel Butcher
Richard and Linda Carter
Bill and Julie Killingbeck
Suzanne King
Dave and Linda Kitchell
Chuck and Doris Lingelbaugh
Phyllis Melick
Cindy Miller
Larry Newlin
John and Marie Roberts
Bill Shirley
Matt Tate
Larry Wise and Larry Little
Ruth Reichard
Rick Carlile
Tom and Lynn Folkers
Linda Stout
Ron and Pam Barsh
Milton Beach
Kirk and Wendy Daniels
Teresa Fields
Alan Girton
Jacqueline Hunt
Mike and Brenda Imbler
Barbara Nichols
Russiaville United Methodist Church
Bill and Carolyn Stifle
Karen Williamson
Garrett and Vivian Floyd
David and Carla Summers
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